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Campus •:&riefs

I

to women majoring in some amateur radio license.
GSA
rehabilitation
field, including
Students and faculty may join
The Graduate Students
physical
therapy,
occupa
tiona!
whether
or not they currently
Association (GSA) will hold an
therapy,
speech
therapy,
speech
have
an
amateur
license. Owning
organizational meeting today at
pathology,
rehabilitation
equipment
is
not
a requirement
7:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
medicine,
social
work,
medical
for
membership
since
a club
RepresentaHves from all
graduate departments and schools research, and education for the station will be set up on campus
for the use of of all members,
will be presented, All graduate exceptional child.
the
awards
Applications
for
For further information and
students are invited to attend.
The formation of a GSA was · may be obtained from the for the purpose of setting up an
recently approved by the Student Aids Office. Deadline for initial organizational meeting
University Regents and faculty. application is Feb. 15, 1970. For contact Cahrles R. Seehafer,
additional information students 242-1869, or M.D. Bradshaw,
may also contact Mrs. H.A. Electrical Engineering
Business Women
Fausnaugh, 20126 Westhaven Department professor, 298-7,092.
The La Jolla Chapter of the
American Business Women's Lane, Rocky River, Ohio 44116.
(ABW) Association has
Constitution
Draft Counsel
established a $100 per semester
The University of New Mexico
The Law Student's Civil
scholarship beginning next
Maia Chapter of Mortar Board
Rights
Research
Council
has
semester.
will sponsor a meeting on the
The scholarship will be announced it will provide legal Dec. 19th Election for the
granted to a freshman or advice to UNM students proposed State Constitution.
sophomore female student in the concerning the draft.
Counseling is available
The meeting will be held on
College of Business or Special
Monday
through Friday in Room Wednesday, Nov. 19th, at 7 p.m.
Education with interest in
working with handicapped 128 of the Law School Building in the Theater of the Union.
persons or to a therapist whose from 1-5 p.m.
Mrs. Luella Devlin and Mrs.
work will benefit a large number
Gerald M. Stahl of the League of
Comedy Awards
of handicapped persons.
Women Voters will speak, giving
Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI)
The scholarship will be
the highlights on important issues
granted on the basis of financial has announced it will present under consideration in the
need and the winner will be three $500 awards for the best proposed Constitution, followed
selected by the La Jolla Chapter musical comedy or revue written
by a question-and-answer session.
of the ABW. Applications may and produced during the 1969-70
New Mexico residents are
be obtained from Mrs. Moore school year under the auspices of urged to attend and familiarize
before Dec. 2 in the· Student an organization or club which is
themselves with this important
a recognized student activity.
Aids Office,
step in the development of New
The three awards will go to Mexico. It will be open to the
the composer of the best music,
Deadline
public with no charge and copies
The deadline for renewal best lyrics, and to the
of the proposed Constitution will
applications by students who are organization which presents the
be available at that time.
receiving UNM Academic play. For further information
scholarships is Dec. 1 for the contact Allan Becker, BMI, 589
Observatory
second semester. Applications for Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
The
UNM
observatory will be
renewal may be obtained from 10017. Deadline for entrants is
open
Tuesday
from 7 to 10 p.m.
June
15,
1970.
Mrs. Moore in the Student Aids
for
people
interested
in viewing
Office.
stars.
Radio Club
The observatory, part of the
An amateur radio club is now
Scholarship
UNM department of physics and
being
formed
on
the
UNM
The Kappa Kappa Gamma
astronomy, is located on Yale
Fraternity has announced it will campus.
The club will be able to offer just north of Lomas.
award either a graduate
Children under 12 should be
fellowship of $3000 or an services to all University students accompanied by an adult.
undergraduate scholarship of who wish to communicate with
Visitors should park in the
$1000 for the 1970-71 academic their fa1nily or friends in other physics department parking lot at
states, countries, or cities. In
year.
The awards, which are part of addition, the club will be able to Yale and Lomas.
KKG's "Centennial provide assistance to students
Rehabilitation Grants," are open interested in obtaining an ·-lililifilliillill-lllflllllllll!ml1ll1l1111111111111111

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6e
per word and the minlmum number o£
words to 10.

WHERE: Journal~m BuUdlng. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mall.

Claaailled Advert~ing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in £ull prior to insertion of advertisement-

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting claaalfied 3 :30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
20o, Joumal~m Bldg.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN ~ your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe J aekets, Frinlle. Vesta, and
Fringe Handbags, 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be sure and have your elau
pioture taken for the Mirage. No ebarge
-three poo..,, three prints. Call 2776743 to schedule it at your convenience.
TWO RIDERS to Minnesota. Leave 11/21,
return 11/29. Share gao. 877-1792. 11/U
CHRISTMAS-shop the easy Avon way
from your campus Avon repreeentatlve.
Call Margaret at 242-6407.11713
ENCOUNTER GROUP (S ens I t i v it y
Training) needs people. If interested eaii
247-2720. 11/17
FREE. Biack, female k!tta., nine-weeks
old. Healthy, lavahle, trained, 247-9170.
11/17
ORDER CHRISTMASY God's Eyes; buy
books. 105 Mesa at Central. 11/18
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE-The Shire
Leather Shop and Middle Earth Gift
Shoppe have moved near campus. 3205
Silver SE. 11/19
FREE KI'ITENS to good homee. 842-1825.
Call after 5. 11/20

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST:

Half-finished h!Mk sweater In
green bag. 268-5975. 11/20

LOST BOY'S 1969 GOLD CLASS RING,
gold emblem with '.'F" In center. Also
blue sapphire birthstone ring, senti•
mental value, eaii 296-7263. 11/17

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Dane To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring
Ttiesd~y

Special
4 Shirts for $1.00
,1349 San Mateo S.E.
:ZSS-2700.

SERVICES

3)

ffiONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and WaBherwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/21
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or nlght243-0439. 11/12
WILL SIT your small child and park :vour
car. 1625 Rom& NE. 11/21

FORSALE

5)

FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Barley Davidson
with extended front end, custom oeat,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
worked over. Needs a few very minor
jobs done. $218. Owner also Ia looking.
for a Barley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after 6 p.m. Monday through Thlll'llday and Sunday after·

7)

MISCELLANEoUS

TURKEY STOMP (Parade and Dance),
Monday, Nov. 24. Trilogy (Band),
Unicm Ballroom, UNM, 60 cents per
person. Costumes welcome. 11/24

Heady Presents
Honorary Awards
At Alumni Lunch
Honorary awards were
presented to four people during
Homecoming activities this
weekend.
Receiving the Zimmerman
award were Dr. Tom Wiley and
Dr. Scott Momaday, Dr. Richard
Griego received the outstanding
teacher award, and Mrs. Lloyd
Sallee received the 1969 Lobo
Award.
Wiley is superintendent of the
Albuquerque Public Schools, and
former state superintendent of
instruction for New Mexico.
Momaday, currently teaching at
the University of California,
Berkeley, is author of t~e
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel,
"House Made of Dawn" and a
1 958 graduate of UNM. The
Zimmerman award, named after
Dr. James Zimmerman, former
president of UNM has been
presented only once before, to
Dr. Tom Popejoy, former
president of UNM.
The awards were presented at
the "Goodtime" alumni luncheon
Saturday in University arena by
UNM president Ferrel Heady.
Heady also presented the
outstanding teacher of year
award to Dr. Richard Griego,
professor of math at UNM.
Griego is teaching this year in
Mexico City.
Earlier Saturday morning, at
the all women's breakfast Mrs.
Lloyd Sallee was given the UNM
Lobo Award for 1969.
Mrs. Sallee was assistant dean
of women at UNM from 1951 to
1956, and graduated with honors
from UNM in 1944. The award is
given to the woman "who has
contributed most outstandingly
to UNM and the community."
The award was presented by Miss
Lena Clauve, UNM dean of
women emeritus.

'Recruiting U
Reoruiters representing the !allowing
companies or ngencies will visit the <J~nter
to interview candidates for positions:

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks, South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

RENT-A-

WOP 'ltJ.JI.\ Till:
I .tliOl \ fl-4.TilJ

$1.oo a day
Free Dellvecy, Pick Up, And Service
No Dep!l!lit
Lower Monthly Rate

Jt"ll~f' I i

HMO WROUGHT BRASS AND
COPPER BY BAICITO
AETABLOS ANO BUL TOS BY
ELEANORA.

Buck's ·TV Rentals

SYMBOLS GALORE/

268-4589
Color Available

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-8c-No Umit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & T20 Madolra NE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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Committee 'Urges
New Credit Plan

I,_~'"'~.;·

:,., .~

. . .. ····-·-· ·······--· .... L

Union Board Chairman Mark Money

Union Board Backs Krbec

. The Union _Board ~ast ~ight passed a resolution glVlng the Union
drrecto~ a;t~horlty to Identify and to take "appropriate action toward
those mdiVlduals whose dress or behavior may, according to general
standards, be unacceptable."
The resolution previously passed by the operations board, also
states the Union Board may review such decisions.
The b<;>ard also voted in_ favor of all<;>w!ng the Albuquerque Building
Co-operative to open a pwk-up and fitting shoe-shop in one of the
unused practice rooms in the Union.
A request to close the Union from Dec. 20 through Jan. 4 was
approved.
A resolution to give the Union director the authority to decide
what will be sold at the Union desk, subject to review by the Union
Board, was also approved.
C. E. Jackson, bookstore manager, explained the bookstore's policy
on buying and selling books.
He said the bookstore buys back used books in current editions for
50 percent of the list price if they are to be used the next semester,
and 25 percent of the list price if they are not going to be used. He
said pre-priced paperbacks are bought back for 25 percent regardless
of whether or not they will be re-used.
Used pre-priced books are re-sold for one-half list price, and used
hardbacks are sold for 66.6 percent, Jackson said.
"We do not classify used books as to the amount of use they have
had," Jackson said.
A student government committee is checking the present operation
of the bookstore and alternate operations.
.
The board also reviewed proposed ideas for a permanent roof for
Casa Del Sol, but took no action pending further studies.

The Committee on Entrance
The Regents passed action
and Credits will recommend to which reads, " ... that the
the faculty today that an Regents establish a Committ·~e
experimental credit - no credit on University Governance to
( cr·nc) program be adopted by study the existing system of
the University.
University Governance and
In other action, the faculty submit recommendations
will hear a report on the thereon for consideration by
amended resolution by the the constituent bodies
University Regents regarding the concerned; also that the
study of all-University membership of the committee
governance, a recommendation be as recommended by the
for elimination of specific high University president, except
school subject matter that there should be three,
requirements, and a proposed rather than two, alumni and
modification of the physical that the matter of the Regents'
education requirements.
participation remain in
Ten Provisions
abeyance pending a
The :recommendation that an recommendation by their
experimental er-ne program be Faculty-Student Committee."
adopted carries ten provisions.
The Regents also agreed to
Among the provisions are:
let the faculty determine how
That students will be limited the 12 faculty panelists for the
to one course per semester on committee be selected.
er-ne basis, and no student
The faculty had previo@iy
may exceed a total of 24 objected to the manner of
semester hours on cr·nc option, selection of the committee.
which also includes courses
Physical Education
offered only on a er-ne basis.
Clinton Adams, dean of the
That a student may change College of Fine Arts, will
from a er-ne option to the present a resolution by the
regular grading basis, or College of Fine Arts faculty
vice-versa, after initial pertaining to the physical
registration. However, once a education requirements.
student is enrolled in a course
In a unanimous resolution,
under the er-ne option, his the College of Fine Arts
"only recourse is to drop the faculty said they believe the
course," said the committee in requirements in physical
the faculty meeting agenda.
education should be determined
That faculty members will by. the faculties of the
·turn in regular letter grades for different colleges, just as they
- all students, and the records are for other subjects.
office will convert all grades of
The College of Fine Arts
A through C to credit, and all faculty will propose that the
grades D or F to no-credit for general faculty adopt a motion
students enrolled in a course "that the present generljl
on a cr·nc option for graduate University .requirement for four
students.
hours of non-professional
If the recommendation is physical activity courses be
accepted, the program will be rescinded, and that the faculties
put into effect on a date of the degree granting colleges
decided by the faculty.
be authorized to establish
In the last faculty meeting, course requirements in physical
the faculty voted down a education as in all other
resolution asking for the fields "
The Committee on Entrance
creation of a committee to
study all-University governance and Credits will recommend to
on the grounds that they had the faculty that specific high
not been consulted before the school subject matter
recommendation went to the requirements be eliminated as a
Regents.
condition for requirement for
Back For Amendment
admission. The action would be
The Faculty Policy effective with the 1970-71 year
Committee took the if passed.
recommendation back to the
The committee said that
Regents for amendment.
(Continued to page 5)

GSA Elects Elliott

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thars 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

To Temporary Chair

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Specialists
Repair &Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yr.t. Combined
Experience

333 Wyoming N.E.

Tuesday, November 18, 1969

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

:Foreign Car

Free Estimates
265-5901

Vol. 73

Tuesday, November 18
Ame-rican Na.Uonal Life Insurance Com..
pany-Bus. Admin., Liberal Arts, Education
~
Federal Bureau of . Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs-All maJors
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company-ME, CE, EE, ChE (BS, MS),
MBA's who have n toohnical undergrllduate degree.
Universal Oil Products Comp ..ny-QhE
(BS, MS), ME (BS, MS)
Wednesday, November 19
LTV Electrosystems, Inc.-EE (BS,, MS,
PhD), MEl (BS, MS), Computer Sc1ence
(B$, MS)
.
C
Procter & Gamble Manufncturmg ompnny-ME, EE, CE, ChE (BS, MS)
MBA's with technical undergraduate
degree
n_.
Procter & Gamble D'1stra"b ut•mg ...vm.pany-Bus. Admin., Libernl Arts, others
interested in sales
Monsanto Company-QhE, Chern. (BS,
MS, PhD), ME, EE, IE (BS, MS), Acctg,
(BS/MBA) Math/Programming (BS/MS)
General Foods Corporation-Bus. Admin,, Libera] Arts, others interested in
sales
United States Army ,n-......,rut"t'mg-omcera
Training Program-All ma.iors
Thursday, November 20
Martin Marietta Corporation-IDE, ME,
AE (BS, MS), Ind.E, CE (BS)
United States Army Recruiting-Officers Training Progrnm-All majors
W cstel'n Gear Corporation-ME, EE,
IE, Acctg./Fin., Prod. MJ:mt., Ind. RelB·
tions Ind. Tech.
Stauffer Chemical Compnny-ChE (BS)
Southern Cnlifomin Edison CompnnyEE, ME (BS, MS)
Hughes Aircraft Compnny-EE (BS,
MS, PhD), ME, Computer Sci. or Mnth
(BS, MS)
.
Wnterwaya Experiment Stat10n-Corps
of Engincers-QE, EE, ME, Agriculturnl
E, Physics (BS, MS, PhD). Mathematics
(MS)
Zin Company-Engineering ( BS) , Accounting (BBA)

Patronize
Lobo Advertizets

•

MEXICO
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Student directories are being
distributed at the coat check,
next to the information desk, in
the Union. Alpha Phi Omega is
selling the directories to students
with I.D. 's for ten cents.

-IIIIHIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIIIIIIIIIIU!IIIllllllltmlllll!lllllllll!llll
Monday, Nov. 17
School of Law; Union, Room 23lC;
12:30 p.m.
·
C<>llege of Nursing; Union, Room 253;
1 p.m.
Town Club; Union, Room 230; Town Club
Pledges; Union, Room 231D; 6 :30 p.tn.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union, Room 250D;
7 p.m.
NMU Roard; Union, Room 281B; 7 p.m.
SDS; Union, Room 129; 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon PI; Union, Room 268;
7:80 p.m.
American Nuclear Engineers; Union,
Room 250B; 7:80 p.tn,
Graduate Student A!l!oeiatlon organlza,.
tiona! meeting; Kiva: 7 :SO p.m.
Senior Recital; Dennis Eppich, plano;
Fine Art Center Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 18
KUNM Folkstream Concert: Live;
Union Tbeater; 9-12 p.m.; free.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:lllllllllllll

Directories

CAlliNG U

noon.

200 USED TV's, all styles, Save today.
H1 Wyoming NE, 256·5987. 11/27
1969 350 HONDA. ExceDent condition.
$600.00. 268-8493, 11/17
1968 LT. BLUE VW sedan. R & H, WSW,
11,851 actual miles. Excellent condition.
$1600. Firm. 1·865-7732. 11/17
1967 ItAWASAKI 250. Runs well. $330. See
afternoons, 306 HarVard SE. 11/17
1968 CORVAIR SPYDER, tw<Hioor hardwp, 4-speed, Turbo-Charged. $400. Call
344-5517. 11718
ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and cUp, $2; two small woOden CMes1
$1.60 each; two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennis racke!s-$15 and $10; one Wilson
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tourn,..
ment rackets strung with gut. Call dally
after 9 p.m. or all day weekends, 266·
6548.

NEW

Monday, November 17, 11)69

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY--,-~--~----........:.

By CASEY CHURCH

At the roll call of Stephen Beckerman,
representative of the anthropology graduate students,
In its organizational meeting last . night, the read a statement of "disaffiliation" from the GSA.
Graduate Student Association (GSA) elected a "Anthropology students voted unanimously to
temporary chairman, Richard Elliott, and accepted a disaffiliate because we feel that this is an attempt to
temporary set of by-laws.
draw a status line between graduate and
The 26 delegates present also received a notice of undergraduate students," said Beckerman.
immediate disassociation with GSA by the
Brief Explanation
anthropology graduate department.
Elliott explained briefly the new fee structure that
Would
apply to graduate students, and the financial
Former President
relati<>nship
of graduate students with ASUNM in the
Elliott, former president of the Graduate Student
coming
semester.
Council, chaired the formative meeting last night.
"Graduate students will receive ASUNM services
Since only 26 of 39 eligible departments were
represented at the meeting, all actions. taken by the next semester, and graduate appointments to ASUNM
committees will stand."
association were temporary.
"So as not to go into their budget, all activity
Elliott said some departments "were having
fees
levied on graduate. students carrying 12 hours or
difficulty'' in electing their representatives.
more
will go to ASUNM next semester. This will give
The temporary approval of the by-laws included a
us . time to work out financial arrangements with
provision striking stipends for GSA officers.
ASUNM for the next year," ·said Elliott.

Guerilla Theater
A Mexican food sale
and a Little Guerilla
Theater presentation will he
held on the mall tomorrow
to earn money for
unemployed physical plant
workers.
United
Mexican
American Students (UMAS)
and the Student Organizing
Committee (SOC) plan to
perform a play depicting
themselves as "good guys!!,
and the physical plant
administration as "bad
guys." The play, involving
about 12 members of
UMAS and SOC, will take
place as Mexican food is
sold on the mall at lunch
time.
The food sale sponsored
by SOC and UMAS, will
be held in spite of health
service warnings to stop
the vending of un-inspected
food., Larry Russel, . SOC
member, said "they (city
environmental health
service) will try and stop
us for sure/'

NEW
IYIEXICD
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

· Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202 .
Vol. 73, No. 46

Tuesday, November 18, 1969

The New Mexico Lobo is . published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Pri11ted
by the UNM Printing Plant with se~nd
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Su4;>scrlption rate is $7
for the academic year.
·rhfl opinions expressed on tho editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is. that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represent• the views
·of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versify of New Mexico.

Editorials

Biased Editorial Page?
An increasing number of letters
charging us with biased reportage of the
news has prompted us to offer
sometning in the way of an explanation
to a number of readers who are
apparently confused and unable to
distinguish between news and editorial
articles.
Most of the reader criticism has been
directed at David McCormick's (alias Ken
Marlowe) column, "The Tangled Wire, A
Biased Analysis," which appears on the
editorial page and is a subjective
interpretation of a sampling of articles
that we receive over the United Press
International (UPI) news wire.
To charge that his accounts of news
events are biased is certainly correct that is precisely why the column is
titled as it is and that is why the
column appears on the editorial page, a
page of opinion.
There are undoubtedly some readers

who feel our bias extends beyond the
editorial page, but the bulk of the
complaints we receive are directed at the
editorial page and specifically at Mr.
McCormick's column.
This criticism sounds much like that
leveled at us by Rep. Merrill Taylor, a
member of the Legislative Universities
Investigating Committee who complained
of The Lobo's bias and when asked to
expand on that charge, promptly opened
the paper to the editorial page.
It was clear that the bias was not
what really bothered Taylor. What chafed
him was that our biases didn't happen
to coincide with his biases.
We welcome criticism and suggestions,
but we would prefer that the criticism
be a bit more intelligent than to charge
us with having biased editorial opinions.
If our editorial page was without bias,
we would certainly feel compelled to
re-examine our operation to determine
just where we had gone wrong.

Blood for Peace Drive
Universities and junior colleges in the
Campaign organizers said, "A Blood
central Florida area are currently for Peace drive at your institution would
i;y?lved in a campaign that might offer be both beneficial and rewarding. Our
an alternative means of displaying campaign in central Florida was timed to
concern over Vietnam to those who for coincide with the Vietnam Moratorium
one reason or another shy away from last month, and is scheduled to last for
street demonstrations.
six weeks.
The campaign, Blood for Peace, is
"If future moratoriums are planned on
described by its organizers as "essentially a nation-wide level, then it would be
a constructive effort and a declaration of advantageous to launch your Blood for
concern for the real issue in this war, Peace drive at the same time, a move
our fighting men."
that will show your concern in the best
"First of all," the campaign literature possible light."
says, "it must be emphasized that the
Campus groups interested in initiating
Blood for Peace campaign is not a such a campaign on the local level are
protest for or against our current policies urged to contact John Davis, campaign
in Vietnam. A donation of blood for coordinator, TAU fraternity, Florida
our fighting men is the best and most Technological University, c/o 4060
effective method of presenting such a Alafaya Trail, Orlando, Fla. 32807.
declaration of concern to the American
Although the campaign is not
people, as opposed to violent specifically antiwar, we feel it is a
demonstration."
worthwhile one and we urge members of
The campaign was donceived by Tau the University community - especially
Alpha Omega fraternity at Florida social and religious organizations - to
Technological University and has grown organize a local campaign as a means of
to the national level after initial success displaying concern over Vietnam and the
in the state of Florida.
people who suffer in war.
'You Certainly Have Become Blase About All This!'

The ·Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)

Tuesday, November 18, 1969
'
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By DAVID McCORMICI{
In Saigon, South Vietnamese troops are reported to
have been bombed heavily by their own planes. Oops .. ,
Nixon's "silent majority" members will get a chance
to wear lapel buttons (a plus sign inside a circle) and
display bumper stickers ("Positive People"). Does the
phrase "positive people" mean "Yes-men?''
This won't make the Trib: UPI on the peace
marchers: "A reporter who mingles with them is
continually impressed with how . polite they are to
strangers, how kind and generous they are to each
other, how ready they are to accept hardship cheerfully,
provided they see a meaningful reason for it. It is
neither fair nor factual to write them off as a bunch of
long-haired kooks." Won't make the Journal, either...

Auschwitz Revisited
Newsweek magazine says American soldiers were
involved in the slayings of 567 South Vietnamese
civilians in three hamlets, The information is coming
from "Vietnamese civilians who had managed to survive
the massacres because they had been fortunate enough
to be shielded under piles of dead bodies."
Reporters were cautioned that the President was
"adamant" that he was not to be questioned about the
weekend rally. Sore loser?
Of 250,000 marchers, only 135 were arrested for any
breach of the peace from Thursday through Saturday.
But what will the Administration be talking about for
the next month? Certainly not the peaceful majority ...
Agnew: "We are not going to undergo a defeat
simply because of the exhortations of these people to
completely move away from it, to run, to bug out
from this war." No, Spiro - there are lots of other
reasons, too ...
Chicago Seven
Twenty-three of the first 42 government witnesses at
the Chicago Seven trial were undercover spies or paid
informants. "It is not unreasonable to assume that this
type of activity ... continues," Weinglass, referring to the
opened and resealed telephone bill ...
John Diew Barrymore, son of the actor, has been
arrested for possession of marijuana again ...
The John Birch Society has asked its members to
deluge Nixon with messages of support for the
confirmation of Clement F. Haynsworth. Each member
is hoped to send "from five to twenty such messages
altogether, from himself or friends."
Nixon's Minister of Information, Klein: "If you look
at the problems you have today and you fail to
continue to examine them, you do invite the
government to come in." That's censorship he's talking
about, people .•.
Joe Kennedy, incidentally, opposed Ame1ican entry
into World War II...
Ku Klux Kong
~helton, super-Wizard: "I'm going back into the field
agam as head of the Klan organization and we're going
to start one of the largest crusades this country has
ever seen."

Editor:
FBI Agents
To the Editor:
Does it bother anyone that
there ate FBI agents on campus?
Two FBI agents, for instance, to
see off the bus to San Francisco?
Does anyone wonder what the
hell they're doing here? Surely
the FBI must be very busy with
the crime rate in the United
States, so one might assume that
if they can spare two valuable
agents to nose around the
moratorium activities, they must
consider these activities pretty
important. Subversive student
activities such as working for
peace, trying to feed hungry
people, and attempting to insure
human dignity for all people
must have pretty high priority
for the FBI investigation.
What's happening, man?
What's with. a society which
distrusts and fears the idealism of
its youth? What's with a society
that calls its armies in to crush
dissent and wage war on those
who seek peace. This is madness
- this is hysteria, this is sick.
This is a society eating itself up
from within.
The result of these
investigations is to categorize
groups and stigmatize individuals
for the rest of their lives for the
simple practice of their
consti.tutional rights, a
destruction of the American ideal
in the na~e . of its preservation.
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!.etters are w•kome, and ahoaJd
be . no lontr•r thaD 2&0 words tn>e'Wrlltcn, double epaud, Nam•, ~
phone number and add...., must be
inelud~. althoUlfh name wiD be
wllhh•ld upan t-equ..,t.

If this doesn't bother people,
why doesn't it? Is this acceptable
to the people of this country. If
so, why?
Carol Lazorik
Evans Garcia

Yellow Journalism
To the Editor:
I would like to comment,
Gentlemen, on your journalistic
prowess. You seem to have
forgotten or perhaps never
learned the basic objectives of
news reporting. 'You have an
obligation to report the news as
it occurs, ·not to report
editorialized news. The
~eparntion of facts and opinions
1s paramount. It is painfully
obvious that news in The Lobo is
strongly biased and prejudicial. It
almost seems that Mr.
McCormick's coluran states the
vie~s of the editors and reportets
wh1ch are found in their news
stories, "Yellow Journalism"
whether by the right wing o:o: left
wing is still u.nacceptable
journalism in an intellectual
community,
I also emphatically condemn
the publishing of letters to the
editor that ndvocate and instill
hatred· among minorities. It is
proper for a newspaper to
foment change, but not add fuel
to prejudic!!.
Rlcliard .Alan Sugerman
Biology Graduate

We're a petroleum and energy company.
But we believe that making our world a
better place to live in makes good sense
as well as good business. And this kind
of thinking demands individuals with

ideas and energy. People who can see
the potentials-usual and unusualwhich .our products have for improving
~he world. People like you. Bring your
rdeals, and your motivation, Where they'll

Our interviewer will be here next week. Talk to him.

the new AtlanticRichfieldCompany

maJ<e good things happen. See our

interviewers on campus. Or send a
resume to: Manager Professional
Recruitment, 717 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022

ARCO Chemical Division
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation
Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company

ARCo<>

An !:qual Opportunity Employer

•••
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The vocabulary of the new
turned-on, psycho-psychetechnical language of today's
college
youth
has
unfortunately left many of us
out in the not-so-cool -cold.
Be ye a college tripper or
straight dipper, Karl Koenig
of the psychology department
has presented some
handy-dandy lis.ts of words to
his Psychology of Personality
class that will really put you
in the groove.
Do you have a hip friend
you've been aching to put
down, or do you know one

=>ut Down
Friends
With
This List
By CAROLYN BABB

of America's troubled youth
who 's been begging for a
diagnosis? For whatever
reason, the following three
lists should be especi;~lly
useful in the coming ho!id;~y
season, when the free-flowing
spirits of the season may
reveal the inner, hidden
natures of your acquaintances,
I e aving them defenseless
against your pseudo-psychiatric
couch.
Koenig instnJCted his
psychology 305 class to
choose one word from each
of the lists for a brilliant,
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on-the-spot,
cond~nsed
deacription of the problem:
I

compulsive
fixated
introjected
defensive ·
cathartic
impulsive
incestuous
symbolic
libidinous

For best results, choose
from the three lists at
random in order to negate .
any
possibility of
II
III
subjectiveness. And NEVER,
ever explain your description,
phallic
anxiety
because the full effect of the
oedipal
gratification
rhythm and flow of the
infantile
fantasies
words should not be
oral
processes
hampered by any attempted
genital
discharge
homosexual identification understanding of them.
Koenig advised his students
narcissistic
tendencies
to
treasure the lists, to copy
masturbatory guilt
them
down, even commit
anal
energier.
them
to memory, or
neurotic
ambivalence
completely suppress the whole
thing.

New Education Program
Includes Full-Day Teaching
A pilot program for 10
UNM students who are doing
their student teaching m
business education this fall has
resulted in greater flexibility,
Dr. John Rider, director of the
program, says.
The flexibility is giving
students opportunities which
are impossible under the
traditional student teaching
program.
Because the 10 are enrolled
in the program from 8:30 to 3
each day, it can include
projects such as a field trip to
Los Alamos to observe a
cooperative work experience
program, or visit an
instructional materials center
equipped with au tom a ted
individual learning systems.
The traditional student
teaching program included two
hours of teaching each day, In
the pilot program, students are
teaching a full load of classes
for six weeks in Valley and
Highland high schools.
The program also includes

UNM Student Reports on San Francisco March
Senator Bob Steinberg Calls Demonstration "Peaceful. Non-Violent ..
Student Senator Bob
Steinberg, who has returned
yesterday from the San
Francisco peace march held in
connection with the November
moratorium, called the march a
"peaceful, non-violent protest."
Steinberg said there were no
incidents of violence, and there
was little heckling from
onlookers.
He said the police were
cooperative during the march,
and the war protestors thanked
police for their protection at
street crossings.
March Eight Miles
Steinberg said the march

STEWARDESS
PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR

Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9801 Candalaria NE S96-55'l1

I

route covered eight . miles, from · the Southern Christian Corky Gonzalez, and Actor
Pier 29 to the Golden Gate Leadership Conference, also Carl Reiner acted as master of
Park Stadium. He said the spoke, said Steinberg. Steinberg ceremonies.
marchers went in threes and said Abernathy used a parody
Between the major speakers,
fours, and carried signs of President Richard Nixon's rock groups and the California
protesting the war in Vietnam. campaign slogan, "Nixon's the "Hair!" troupe performed. The
Steinberg carried a sign reading, one." Steinberg said Abernathy "Hair!" troupe performed
"Pull out, Dick."
asked the audience such numbers and skits fr.om the
Other marchers carried signs, questions as, "Who writes musical, Steinberg said the
some reading, "Bring the GI's himself telegrams," and the troupe · also marched with the
home now." Some marchers audience answered, "Nixon's peace demonstrators.
also carried signs identifying the one,"
Others Perform
them with a certain political
Abernathy also said the
party of affiliation, such as the Vietnamization policy is "tricky
Among the other groups
Veterans for Peace, said talk from tricky Dick," said performing at the rally, said
Steinberg.
Steinberg, were Crosby, Stilles,
Steinberg.
.
Nash,
and Young; Phil Ochs;
Following the march, there
The student senator said
was a rally at the Golden Gate · Renny Davis spoke at the rally. the Youngbloods; and Buffy St.
Park Stadium. Steinberg said Davis is currently on trial for Marie.
Stanley Orm, a member · of the alleged conspiracy against the
Steinberg called the affair a
British Parliament, read a government it) Chicago during "happy rally." He said there
statement of support for the the last Democratic National were over 100,000 people at
American peace demonstrators. Convention. Davis said Nixon is the rally.
The statement was signed by initiating a two-part policy, one
Steinberg said the UNM
70 members of the British of winning the war in Vietnam, students were left pretty much
Parliament.
and fascism at home, said on their own during their stay
Ralph Abernathy, leader .. of Steinberg.
in San Francisco. Steinberg said
he called Mobilization West,
Morse Speaks
which was in charge of the
Wayne Morse, the former peace march, only to find out
Democratic senator from where the University students
Oregon also spoke at the rally. would be staying. He said some
Morse said Nixon "has no right university students stayed · in
to make pawns out of the Pacific· School of Religlon
American youth," said dormitories, and others stayed
Steinberg.
in private housing.
Steinberg said others on the
Does Sightseeing
program were Actor Leonard
He said all the students
Nimoy, Brown Beret Leader were in charge of finding their

Old Town Plaza

Sho

&

Bassoonist: Will Play

Dine

own meals. Steinberg said he
also did some sightseeing while
in San Francisco.
Steinberg said he had two
reasons for attending the march
and rally. He said he wanted
to get a "first hand look at a
national march, because I don't
believe distorted newspaper
reports" about demonstrations.
He said he also wanted to
let himself "be counted as part
of the noisy minority,"
although he believes those
against the war .in Vietnam are
in the majority.

Spread the fashion
word in John
Meyer's camel
fleece tu11ic dress.
The talk will turn
to the mock button
tab, the clever patch
pockets, the new
band hem, and the
leather loop belt.

The recital will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Building. Tickets are
$1, with students admitted
free. Proceeds will go into the
music department scholarship
fund.

Tonight. 9-11 p.m. at the SUB Theater

LIVE FOLK CONCERT!
-~~~9-®~JY

$45.
Wear it with or
without the •notching
cone fer· fly front

r: ,nts. $30.
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{ , iohn meyer

.~speakS your language

Mrs. Lionel C. Rosenbaum,
1400 Cornell NE, will host a
concert and meeting of the
Albuquerque and UNM Alliance
Francaise Sunday at 8 p.m. at her
!.lome.
The concert, played by
outstanding local musicians, is in
keeping with the Alliance's
objective of fostering
international understanding.
Schumann's Song Cycle Der
Arme Peter, based on Heine, will
be sung by mezzo·soprano Flora
Roussos accompanied by Mrs.
Rosenbaum.
Nancy Ruth Weart, harpist,
and Mrs. Rosenbaum will play
Debussy's Danse Sacre and Danse
Profane.

•

1n

Recital

Accompanying Edwards will
be pianist Morton Schoenfeld
in Paul Hindemith's Sonata for
Bassoon and Piano, and Walter
Keller in George Phillip
Telemann's Sonata for Bassoon
and Harpsichord.
Edwards will also play the
Fasch concerto Dec. 7 when
the UNM Chamber Orchestra
plays in Santa Fe and Pojoaque
and again Dec. 14 when the
orchestra plays in the Recital
Hall.
Edwards, who attended
Eastman School of Music and
received his diploma from
Curtis Institute of Music, has
played for many orchestras,
including the Philadelphia Lyric
Opera Company.
In Philadelphia, he was also
program coordinator for the
Phila.delphia Chapter of YCJung
Audiences, Inc., a program
sponsoring performances in•
elementary schools by
professional musicians. He led
the Artemus Woodwind
Quintet, one of the groups
presenting the programs.
He taught at the Oberlin
Conservatory last spring and at
Indiahll University during the
summer.

TOM KAVANAUGH

KUNM Radio will sponsor and
broadcast a live folk concert
with Tom Kavanaugh .as host.

Admission Freel

5th Dimension

Francaise

Artemus Edwards, Music Faculty Member
Artemus Edwards, UNM
music faculty member who
formerly played first bassoon
with the New Orleans and
Indianapolis symphony
orchestras, will perform in a
faculty recital at UNM Sunday.

t'

Burritos
Chllib~rgors

OPEN

~(

?_,.;,.;. ___ _

instruction in teaching methods.
The relevance of the instruction
is greater when the students
are teaching during the same
,semester, Rider believes,
· Also participating in the
program is Dr. John Aragon
director of UNM's Culturai
Awareness Center. He will work
with the students "to awaken
cultural sensitivity," Rider says.
During the last weeks of the
semester following Christmas
the students will observe
teaching of business courses at
a post-high school level in
programs such as the
Albuquerque Job Corps Center
for Women, Albuquerque's
Technical·Vocational Institute,
the Concentrated Employment
Program, and privately-owned
schools.

CAMPUS tAUNDRY
and CLEANING

The 5th Dimension will perform at University Arena Nov.
30. Tickets are available at the student activities ticket booth.

Coin-op Dry·Cieaning
and Loundry
Counselor Alwoys on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
·5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

AFROTC Cadets
Get Recognition
Two UNM students have
received Distinguished Military
Cadel recognition by the Air
Force ROTC Detachment 510
at UNM.
They are Charles A. Sullivan
III of Albuquerque and Stanley
A. Sieg of Davenport, Iowa.
Sullivan, a cadet captain and
commander of A Flight, is a
senior studying for a bachelor
of university studies degree. He
plans to graduate in June,
1970, and
will
be
commissioned the following
month.
Sieg is a cadet colonel and
commander of the Cadet Corps.
He is a senior majoring in
business administration nnd
plans to graduate and be
commissioned in June, 1970.
'rhe recognition is given
annually to cadets who
demonstrate outstanding
leadership, military bearing and
motivation toward the militarY
and the Air Force.

·'
)

Ten Provisions
(Continued from page 1)
after reviewing results of
national studies, it has been
shown that "there is no direct
correlation between courses
studied in high school and
subsequent college
performance." The committee
feels that a "fixed requirement
of subject . matter at a high
school level" serves no useful
purpose.
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Eledric Kooi·Aid Acid Test
Tom Wolfe .............. $1.25
Book of Hope
by I'rank Water~ . . . . . . . . . . . 1,25
Steps
by Jerry Kosinski . . . . . . . . . . .95
Pieces (now poems)
by Robert Crcoloy . . . . . . . . . 1.95
Yyrcmn us Nix
by lawrence Fcrllnghetli .... 1.25
Collected f>oems
by Kenneth Potcht!n • . . . . . . . 3,.95
Peyote Cult
by Weston LaBarre • • . • • . . . 2.45
Sleepers Awake (novel)
by Kenneth Potchen ........ 2,25
Tune
by Lowronce Durrell :. . . . . . . 1.25
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120 Vallf St. S.E,
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Says Commission on Intercollegiate .Athletics For Women

athletic scholarships, who desire
continued participation in
CIAW sanctioned events, are
going to have to re-evaluate
their positions", she said.
Enquiries to western colleges,
including those in the WAC,
has to date produced s.even
replies. Of these Arizona State
University offers six athletic
scholarships to women and
UTEP two,
Available
information from other sources
supports this preliminary
survey. Sparsely scjl ttered
around the country are schools
offering a few scholarships to
Women in sports such as
tennis, basketball, gymnastics,
golf, and swimming.
No Recruiting
The original policy statement
explaining the DGWS stand on
scholarships read, "Recruitment
practices and financial aid
programs are often contrary to
educational objectives, impose
undesirable pressure, and are a
means of athletic control by
those with the greatest financial
assets.
"Recruitment of student
athletes to enhance the
institutions' athletic teams is

not approved. Participants in
the school sports program
should be students first and
athletes second."
UNM's women students, with
skills beyond the intramural
level, are therefore left with a
poorly financed extramural and
intercollegiate sports program.
Miss Janice K. Olson,
Assi11tant Professor of Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation, is director of
women's extramural sports. She
and five other Women's
physical education faculty
members are donating their
time and abilities to sponsoring
and coaching this program.
Lack of Funds
Miss Olson stated, "We are
saving UNM $20,000.'' She
arrived at this figure by
totaling the percent of time
spent coaching in addition to
·regular faculty obligations for
the eight extramural sports.
The sports are basketball,
field hockey, golf, gymnastics,
skiing, softball, swimming,
tennis and volleyball.
·
Unfortunately, extramurals is
financed wholly by ASUNM
funds. Many believe, because

FLECK
-/){ Asst. Sports Editor -/){

extramurals in inter-collegiate member, "Homemade awards
competition, UNIV,I and not are conjured up and at best
student govenment should are considered "a good joke.''
finance these activities,
Some extramural teams buy
Last spring, extramural their own uniforms and
sports requested $10,000 from equipment,
the ASUNM student senate.
The feeling in the Senate is
They received $4,200. Plans are
that
the people responsible for
set to ask for additional funds
making the extramural sports
this fall.
budget request did not present
After talking to many a true picture of their needs
members of the women's last spring.
teams, a pattern of complaints
emerges. The focal point of
Besides women's extramural
these complaints is lack of sports, ASUNM funds men's
funds. $4200 allows each team and women's intramurals
only two out of town trips per activities.
year.
Approximately 250 women
"This isn't much for a year
students
participate in
of work." said one swimmer.
extramural sports activities.
Men's intramurals reportedly
Good Joke
has 7,000 participants. Small
Their only tangible reward wonder ASUNM has not been
for participation appears to be aware of extramural activities,
in the form of trips out of . especially without the
town. The swimming team extramural members voicing
intends to sell doughnuts in an their own plight.
attempt to finance the cost ·of
attending an invitational meet
The women sports activists
in California.
feel, with UNM's female
"We can't buy trophies for enrollment rising ( 4 7 percent of
winning teams when we hold the freshman class), extramural
an invitational," stated a sports deserves more funds.

The Epidemic
;

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
Medical men of this community
are preparing for an epidemic
which strikes this normally
healthful area every year in
late autumn. The disease has
been partially diagnosed by
experts as a widespread allergy.
The most baffling feature of
the disorder
the consistancy
of reoccurrance.
The germ this year is not
expected to be as potent as in
the past, but pessimists point
to the winter of 1967-68 when
the same trend was predicted
but the epidemic reached more
Albuquerque citizens than ever
before.

is

Symptom Warning
Residents are warned to
watch for the following
symptoms in themselves and in
acquaintances:
- Tendency to read sports
pages in greater detail . than in
any other season of the year._
- Slipping out of work or·
school to frequent a dive on
Stadium and University
Boulevards.
-Memorizing rosters and
schedules that the Western Ath·
letic Conference publishes.
Marking days off the
calender in anticipation of the
circled date, November 25.
- Wearing red socks.
Anyone who has these
symptoms should attend a
clinic sponsored by the
University that will be held
during scheduled evenings
throughout the duration of the
epidemic. Most doctors endorse
these clinics as being helpful in
relieving pressure built up by
overactive adrenalin glands. The
clinics will be held at the
university arena and the arena
starr has been notified to
expect 14,000 patients and up
at each session. University
students will not be charged
since the clinic is sponsored by
UNM. Chronic sufferers have
already depleted a . supply of
tickets set aside to be sold on
a season basis.

!Large
LiiDCJi-atOKiii'ii
Athe,·st w,·JI ralk
at PopeJ·oy
Large Pizza
• Large Piteber of Beer
I
J

J

/Combined Price $3.25 12·2=~f.4~·,;~~;ydayf
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SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
I Remove, Dismantle, and Thorough Inspection I
I
I $19.95
parts I

.I

I
I
I
I
I

Regular $28 service now $19.95 for University
students and staff. This coupon also entitles students and staff to a special discount on all
with this ad and .service.

• One Day Service

• Free Customer Towing
• BudgetTerms (W.A.C.)
We service all types of automatic and standard transmissions.
Differential and clutch work available.
Hours: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
7 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturday
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1805 Lomas N.E.
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Madalyn Murray Will Speak on Religion, Taxes
Famed atheist Madalyn not taxing them, the individual engineer and psychiatric social
Murray, whose suit against the citizen is forced to pay worker. She has also worked
state of Maryland led to a proportionately higher taxes.
for
various probation
Supreme Court decision banning
Mrs. Murray also contends departments, family courts,
prayers in public schools, wiii that by not taxing the children's courts, and social
speak tonight at 8 in Popejoy churches the government is welfare agencies.
Hall.
violating the separation of
She has appeared on
Mrs. Murray and a group of church and state requirement national television as a guest of
other parents carried the suit of the first amendment to the
Johnny Carson, Steve Allen,
against praying in schools to the U.S. Constitution. This policy, Mike
Douglas, and others.
nation's highest court in 1962. she says, amounts to a tacit
Her lecture is sponsored by
In a historic decision the court governmental approval of the ASUNM Speakers
ruled that it is illegal to churches which is illegal.
Committee as part of a series
conduct religious services such
Mrs. Murray's credentials which include speakers with a
as praying, even if the prayer include work as an attorney,
variety of views on topics.
is non-denominational, in a
public school.
Since 1962 Mrs. Murray has
initiated or had a hand in
initiating a number of suits
throughout the country to tax
the churches. The gist of the
suits is that by giving the
Changes in the UNM school semester before the Christmas
churches a favored status in
year calendar are being recess and elimination of the
proposed by President Ferrel New Mexico Education
Heady in a letter written to Association (NMEA) convention
Need Glasses?
the UNM faculty resulting from vacation.
a sample poll given to students,
Heady also said in his
Prescriptions filled-Repair servico
administration
and
faculty
faculty
letter that the NMEA
-free Glosses Adjustmentmembers last spring.
will no longer meet on campus
These revisions if after this year, regardless of
Complete Assortment of Frqmes
implemented would not take other decisions made about the
Filled to Your Prescription
effect until the beginning of UNM calendar changes.
the
1971-72 fall semester.
Prescription Sunglasses
Registration for the spring
The
spring poll indicated a semester would begin
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE
majority of the people polled immediately after the
favored
retention of the Christmas-New Year break and
CASI=Y
OPTICAL
semester at the beginning of would create almost a month
~xtDoorto
the Christmas holiday.
COH}"s ~xaH Drug Store
of holiday between the fall and
The faculty is now being spring semesters.
255-6329
.4312 Lomo1 NE
asked about four alternatives to
Due to the earlier start of
the present system. Elimination the spring semester, final
of the fall semester's "lame examinations would begin
duck''· session that now comes almost two weeks earlier than
after the Christmas vacation, they begin in the present
use of the "Pennsylvania State schedule, Also in the proposed
Plan" providing for four calendar, mid-semester of the
ten-week terms, change to the spring session would come
quarter system, and leaving the before the Easter break instead
present system unchanged are of directly after,
the alternatives used in Heady's
New Mexico State University
proposal.
officials have decided that a
Samples of the preferred similar proposal wiii go into
calendar were sent to all effect at that school next year.
faculty members "to provide
Discussion of the proposals
for broader reaction from the in the faculty meetings is
University Community" said encouraged by Heady irt .his
Heady in his letter to the letter. A deadlirte of Dec. 1,
faculty.
has been set for faculty
Major changes proposed are, reactions
to be submitted to
the termination of the fall the administration.

THIS CAN GET YOUR

Heady Proposes Changes
In School Year Calendar

'
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Many coaches wouldn't be
too worried if they had just
beaten Wyoming and were
preparing to play a team which
had lost by 50 points the
week before.
But not so for Coach Rudy
Feldman. The second-year Lobo
mentor is in such a position
and is wary as he takes his
team (3·6) to Las Cruces
Saturday to play New Mexico
State. The Aggies were edged
by San Diego State over the
weekend, 70·21.
"They did not play a good
game against San Diego State,''
said Feldman. "I personally feel
that they w;ere caught looking
ahead to us."
The Aggies are led by
sophomore halfback PO James
(who now spells his first name
in capital letters) and who
Feldman describes as a "tough
.runner, elusive, and fast. He's
very durable and strong and is
always coming up with the big
play when they need it."

women's
sports
By BARBARA MORGAN
Women's Sports Writ&r

The women's intercollegiate
gymnastics team prepared for a
full season of competition at
their first organizational
meeting recently.
Scheduled for this year's
competition includes the
Intermountain Conference meet
at the University of Utah, and
meets at Arizona State
University and the University
of Arizona.
In addition to competing
with teams from New Mexico,
Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado
that will be represented at the
Intermountain meet, the UNM
women's team will stage
demonstrations and clinics in
the city and around the state.
UNM bas had some fine
representation from the
women's gymnastics team in

Hyper Atmosphere
Some medical specialists are ""'"'"--•,.
opposed to the clinic ?n the ,.
grounds that a sertes of
---~~"'~"'"""""•'~'..:.;
successful programs on clinic ""
nights could lead to an increase
="*"l~~~~·:'l~in the body temperature. This 1-' •
would have the effect of
heightening the fever. With this
in mind, patients with weak
hearts should avoid the arena
since the clinic's atmosphere
has been known to get rather
hyper in past epidemic seasons.
Although it is too early to
compare the outbreak with , (•
such past diseases such as th.e
Hong Kong Flu, Albuquerque ts "':.O.i'"il·llxleill·illi'~~. . . '
preparing for the onslaught of ! \
•• • "'-~ -··
Lobo Fever.
Jacquie Ahlgrim
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HEAD TOGETHER

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as anAnacin"' bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

Feldman Wary of Aggies

PauL

Female Sports Grants Void Eligibility
By BOB WHITTAKER
Earlier this month, the
Commission on Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (ClAW)
reaffirmed their position
concerning athletic scholarships
for women.
.
"Any female student who
receives an athletic scholarship,
financial awards, or financial
assistance specifically designated
for athletes is not eligible to
compete,'' states the eligibility
section of . CIAW Division for
Girls and Women's Sports
(DGWS) procedure manual.
This is a disappointing blow
to many female students. UNM
receives enquiries every month
from young women seeking
athletic scholarships. As with
most colleges across the
country, unless their talents are
also of the academic variety,
no scholarships are available.
Re· Evaluation
Dr. Frances McGill, Associate
Professor of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation in
UNM's College of Education, is
chairman of ClAW and one of
the 21 voting members of the
executive council.
"Colleges offering women

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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THE WESTERN LOOK
TOP~POCKET SLACKS

SPORTSCOATS
WESTERN BOOTS
WIDE BELTS
STETSON
SCARVES
TIES
AND
MORE

For All Occasions!
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FIRST anc! GOLD
Park

Fr~te

Acrou the Street

Feldman also reports that,
"They'll be a good deal bigger
than us up frm:1t.''
But Feldman also expressed
some optimism towards the
game.
"Their defense," said
Feldman, "compares to
Arizona's." Which is very good
news considering the Lobos'
highest offensive output of the
year (28 points) came against
the Wildcats.
·
Feldman also adds, though,
that, "They're as good an
offensive team as we'll play
this season."
LOBO LICKINGS-"Wc were ready to
play last Saturday,-"' said Conch Feldman.
"Rodney Wallace probably had his finest
gn,me of the Yeal' and so did J crry Buckner.
Mike Dnrbere and Mike Buck also did a
good job for tis," ••• Feldman has nominated Rodney Wallace and quarterback
Rocky Long for WAC defensive and offensive players of the week .... Junior Jay
Morrison, UNM's fine defensive back, intercepted two passes against Wyoming
Saturday to br·ing his season total to 10.
The mark is a new school record .•.
Long's 78-yard touchdown strike to Sam
Soarber was the first time big Sam has
gone out for a pass this season.

former competition. Last year
Laura Staszko placed second at
Arizona in the all-around
competition, while Carolyn
'Yabamoto won third place on
the balance beam. At the
Intermountain meet, Miss
Staszko placed third in the
all-around competition. Miss
Staszko and Miss Yabamoto
will be competing again this
year.
New additions to the team
include Susan Rascon, and
Linda Ulteig. Both young ladies
went to school in New Mexico
and placed in the State High
School Meet.
Events
An exceptionally feminine
sport, gymnastics emphasizes
grace, form, creativity and
fluidity of motion. The four
maJor events are, uneven
parallel bars, balance beam,
floor exercise, and side horse
vaulting,
The uneven parallel bars
routine ideally contains
continuous graceful swings with
grasps and regrasps as the
gymnast soars from bar to bar.
The balance beam is the
most dramatic looking event of
women's gymnastics. The
performer executes dance
moves, tumbling tricks, and
locomotion skills together i11 a
cohesive pattern of continuous
movement all on a beam
several feet off the floor and
only four inches wide.
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Intramural Basketball
STUDEWl' VETERANS 28, ALPHA PHI

OMEGA 23
.
Hal!time: Student Vets 16, APO 13
High Scorern: Student Vets-Mike Benzinger 10, Pnlll .Kelly 12.

SCOREKEEPERS 66, KIVA CLUB 31
Halftime: ScorekeePers 34, Kiva 16
High Scorers: Sam E, Pennnrtz 22.
No Games Scheduled Tonight.

Bowl Bids Given
SUN
Georgia
(7-2).

Dec, 20
BOWL, El Paso (5·3·1) vs, Nebraska

Jan. 1
COTTON BOWL, Dallas Notre Dame (7·1·1) vs. Texas
(8·0) or Arkansas (8·0).
ROSE BOWL, Pasadena
Southern Cal (8·0·1) or UCLA
(8·0·1) vs. Michigan (7·2) or
Purdue (7-2). The two Los
Angele~> schools clash Saturday.
ORANGE BOWL, Miami Penn State (9·0) vs. Missouri
(8·1).
Floor Exercise is
accompanied by music and
contains artistically performed
motions using the entire body.
This event looks much like a ballet
performance.
Momentary support by the
hands after a long flight
through the air characterizes
the side horse vault. This event
is broken down in four parts;
approach, take·off, flight, over
the horse and landing. Correct
placement of hands and
graceful landing are essential
f<?!_..yinning form.

(~

SUGAR BOWL, New Orleans
- Mississippi ( 6·3) vs. the loser
of the Texas-Arkansas game.
Dec. 31
AS TRO·BLUEBONNET
BOWL, Houston Housto:n.
(6·2) vs. Auburn (7·2).
Dec. 27
GATOR BOWL, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Tennessee (7·1) vs.
Florida (7·1·1).
Dec. 13
LIBERTY BOWL, Memphis,
Tenn. Alabama (6·3) vs.
either Air Force (6·3) or
Oklahoma (5·3).

OKIE'S

104 BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION

IS NOW ON YOUR CAMPUS
WITH THE

lncreditable Card
More of everything for the college student... with more to come.

BE WAITING FOR YOUR REPRESENTATIVE
TO CALL YOU
IF You CAN •T WAIT, cALL 268-4305

Tuesday, November 18, 1969
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r.:arnpus I:Jriefs
Folk Concert
KUNM will present a live
folk concert show tonight at
9 in the Union Theater,
The concert is free and
open to the public.

Psycholinguism
Robert Reeback from the
Southwest Cooperative
Educational Laboratory will
read a paper on "Problems in
Applications of Psycholinguistic
Notions to the Construction of
a Communication Skills
Program" tonight at 7:30 in
Anthropology B6.
Reeback 's presentation is
part of the Seminars in
Languages and Linguistics
Pedagogy series.

I Ching
The ancient classical books,
the "I Ching'' and the
"Bhagavad Gita," will be the
subjects of two lectures to be
given in the Kiva this week.
Professor Willard Johnson
from the University of
Wisconsin, will lecture tonight
on the Chinere classic the "I
Ching and its Use." Wednesday
Johnson will speak on the

ancient Indian novel
"Bhagdavad Gita,"
Both of the lectures are at
8 p.m., free of charge, and
open to the public.
Medical Forum
Henry Ellis, professor of
psychology at UNM will be
t h e s p e a k e r We d,n e s day
morning during grand rounds
at the UNM school of
medicine.
Ellis' talk, on principles of
learning and child behavior, is
open to physicians, nurses and
other people working in
health-related fields.
It will be at 8 a.m. in
Building 3 of the medical
school, 930 Stanford NE.
. Dr. Ellis will illustrate how
principles of learning can be
applied to numerous problems
of children, particularly to the
learning of success and the
learning of failure, and to
reading,
He is a specialist in
research in human learning,
including transfer of learning,
memory processes and
perception learning.

Math Lecture
Einar Hille, a pioneer in
several mathematical fields and
a member of the National
Academy of Sciences, will
speak to a UNM department of
mathematics and statistics
graduate colloquium Thursday.
Hille's talk is scheduled for
3:30 p.m. in room 104 of
Marron Hall, the mathematics
department building, The public
is invited and the talk is free,
Hille has been honored by
several groups and former head
of the Yale University
mathematics department for
many years. He is a native of
Sweden and has won the
prestigious John Ericson Medal
from the American Society of
Swedish Engineers last year.

Movie Series
Comencini's "Babini in
Citta" and De Sic's "Miracle

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

SHOP NIJ.I IN THS
1-"AMOUS P.UID MARKETS

HAN:l WROUGHT BAI\SS AND

COPPER BY BRICITO
RETABLOS MO BULTOS BY
ELEANORA.

in Milan
are the featured
films this Tjlursday of the
UNM La So.piete du Cinema.
Admissio'n to the two
Italian film classics is by
season subscdption or on a
seats available basis at the
door. Individual admission is
50 cents per person.
The tum~ will be shown at
7 p.m. in the Union Theater.

2510 Central S.E.

Across From Johnson Gym

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIE5-8c-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other loeatians in Winrock Center,
Notional Building & 120 Madeira NE
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CALLING U
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Tuesday, Nov. 18
Safety Committee; Union, Room 231A;
noon.
Faculty meeting; Kiva; 3:30 p.m.
AWS Constitutional Revision Committee; Union, Room 230; 3:30 p.m.
Chaaka; Union, Room 250B; 7:30 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union. Room
230; 7:30 p.m.
Lecture, Robert Reeback on ''Problems
in Appliactions of Psychollnguistic Notions
to the Construction or a Communication
Skills Program••: Seminar in Languages
and Linguistics Pedagogy; Anthropology
BG; 7 :30 p.m.
Vigilantes; Union, Room 231E; 7:46 p.m.
KUNM Live Folk Concert; Union The-

ater: 9

ANNOUNCEMENT
Truman Street Chiropractic Center
gives special attention to

v~m

..

FeDoWBhip or Christian Athletes: Union,
Room 250D; 9 p.m.
WEdnesday, Nov. 19
.RallY Committee; Union, Room 231B;
2:30 p.m.
Senate: Union, Deseret Room; 7 p.m.

RENT-A-

$1.oo a day

Students-Faculty & Staff

Free Delivery, Piok Up, And Service
No DePOSit
Lower Monthly Rate

Dr. Silbaugh-Dr. Goforth
203 Truman NE -

Buck's TV Rentals

For Appointment Call 255-7155

268-4689
Color Available

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Poyrnent must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisemenf

CLP.SSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Selle

UMedical Team
Presents Series
Of Case Studies

'Recruiting U
Recruiters representing the following
eompnuies or agencies wllJ visit the Cent<>.r
to Interview candidates for positions:

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

A team of medical personnel
from the New Mexico Regional
Medical Program (RMP) will
present a series of case studies at
a new type of teaching
conference in Alamogordo Nov.
19.
Dr. Loyal Conrad, assistant to
the RMP director for heart
disease, and who also is a
professor of medicine at the
UNM School of Medicine, will
present a "Consecutive CMe
Conference" for physicians from
7-9 p.m.
Miss Linda Blacklock, who
holds a bachelor of science in
nursing from UNM, also will
present a case conference. It will
be held for coronary care and
general medical care nurses at
Gerald Champion Memorial
Hospital from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
Mrs. Barbara Prichard, R,N., will
assist Miss Blacklock.
The idea of combining·
"continuing education programs"
for both physicians and nurses
into a one-day seminar is a
relatively. new teaching
technique. It already has been
used successfully by RMP teams
in Hobbs and Raton.

Senate
The Student Senate will
meet tomorrow night at 7 in
the Desert Room of the
Union.
Rally
Rally Committee will hold
a meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 in Room 231B of the
Union,

LANG ELL'S

SYMBOLS GALORE/

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

TuesdaY, November 18
American National Life Insurance Com•
pany-Bus. Admin., Liberal Arts, Educa•
tion
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dan.
gerous Drugs---.All majora
Procter & Gamble Manufl\Cturing Company-ME, OE, EE, ChE (BS, MS),,
MBA's who ha,ve a technical undergrndw
uate degree.
U:rll,•ersal Oil Products Company-GhE
(BS, MS), ME (BS, MS)
Wednesday, November 19
LTV Electrosystems, Inc.-EE (BS, MS,
PhD), ME (BS, MS), Computer Science
(BSI, MS)
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company-ME, EE, CE, ChE (BS, MSJ
MBA's with technical undergraduate
degree

Procter & Gamble Distributing Company-Bus. Admin., Liberal Arts, others
interested in sales
Monsanto Company-ChE, Chern. (BS,
MS, PhD), ME, EE, IE (BS, MS), Acctg.
(BS/MBA) Math/Programming (BS/MS)
General Foods Corporation-Bus. Admill., Liberal Arts~ others interested in
sales
United States Army Rocruiting-OJ!lcers
Training Program-AU mnjors
Thursday, November 20
Martin Marietta Corporation-EE, ME,
AE (BS, MS), Ind.E, CE (BS)
United States Anny Recruiting-Of.
ficera Training Progrnm-:-AU majora
Western Gear Corporation-ME, EE,
IE, Acctg./Fin,, Prod. Mgmt., Ind. Relations Ind. Tech.
Stauffer Chemical Compnny-ChE (BS)
S01.~thern Cnlifor:nia. Edison CompnnyEE, :ME (BS, MS)
Hughes Aircraft Company-EE (DS,
MS, PhD), ME, Computer Sci. or Math
(DS, MS)
Wntcrways Experiment Station-Corps
of Engineers-QE, EE, ME, Agricultural
E, Physics (BS, MS, PhD), Mathematics
(MS)

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run, If ad is to
run five! or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

1)

PERSONALS

5)

DEADLINE for inserting elassificd 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE nrc now on sale for $5-nn.
205, Journalism Bids;".
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN Is your
hcndquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, nnd
Fringe Hnndbngs. 243·7909.
SENIOR-Be sure nnd have your clnss
picture token tor the Mlrnlle. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 2776743 to schf.."Clulc it at your convenience.
ORDER. CHRISTMASY God's Eyes; buy
books. 105 Mesa at Central. 11/18
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE-The Shire
Leather Shop and Middle Enrth Girt
Shoppe have moved near campus. 3205
Silver SE. 11/19
FREE KITTENS to good homes, 842-1825.
Call after 6. 11/20
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays? Find one with the Lobo CIBBSI·
fled Ads.
FRA TERNIT.IES--pay your debts to the
Mirage or your name and amotmt of
debt will be published soon Jn the Lobo.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Hal!-llnlahcd black sweater in
green bag, 268-6975, 11/20

3)

SERVICES

IRONING-hurnane ro.tes, pickup and delivery, Bagworm and WMherwornan Ltd.
247-8737.11/21
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
242-0439. 11/12
WILL SIT your small child and park your
car. 1625 Roma NE. 11/21

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage

Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6864

FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with Cl<tended front end, custom seat,
bar nnd tank set up. Top end recently
worked over. Need.a a few very minor
jobs done, $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame !or a 74.
Phone 277·5011 Grant after 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday and Sunday ntternoon.
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today,
441 Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 11/27
1963 CORYAIR SPYDER, two-door hardtap, 4-epe<!d, Turbo-Ch&rged. $400. Call
344-5517. 11/18
ONE LARGE drawing oonrd with handle
and cUp, $2; two small wooden cases,
$1.60 each; two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennis rnckets-$15 and $10; ono Wilson
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tournament rackcla strung with gut. Calf dally
after 9 p,m, or nil day weekends. 2656648.
TAKE OVER payments: 100 watt "circle
or sound" sterro/rad!o, AWFM swrro
with Garrard turn table nnd oomponent
air litl8pension spmkers. $18.00 monthly,
Call 265-J;123 from 9 to 6. 11/24
1969 650 BSA FIREDIRD SCRAMBLER.
Perfect, much chTOme. 256-8802 evoningo, 11/24
SALESMAN'S SAMPLE SALES: famous
brand ehirtu, sweaters, wholesale prices.
3201 Montclair NE. 344-0292.
TAKE OVER paymm!Jl. A a au me I ow
monthly payments or $15.60 on new
Alderette oewing mnebine. Calf 265-6128
!rom 9 to 6. 11/24

6)

EMPLOYMEN'l

SOPHOMORE THRU GRADUATE STU·
DENTS: Part-time positions available
as a mnnnger for on..eampus ndverthdng;
market research, and sales promotion programs. Liberal r.., will provide n •teady
income, all yen.r. IC interested, call collect:
213·793-0621, (PWindenn, Calif.), 11/18

7)

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

TURKEl( STOMP (Parade and DMce),
Monday, Nov. 24. Trliogy (Band).
Union Ballroom, UNM. 60 een!Jl per
Pel"l!on. C:O.tum"" welcome. 11/24
DANCE CLASSES starting Nov. 24 nt 525
Well.,.]ey SE. Cull 256-$141, 11/24

COUNTRY BARN
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & TOdst

59c

Eat in our large dining room or: take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
PlACED BY~..........- - - - - - - -

No.47

The Santa Fe String Band,
playing last night at the
Union Theater as part of the
series of folk music programs sponsored by KUNM
Folkstream. Other performers on last night's program
were Sandy Lason of Los
Alamos, Jim Womack, and
Rick and Jim Klinebell, all
ofUNM.
The programs consist of
informal concerts featuring
local folk artists which are
intended to both entertain
and inform the listeners,
said Tom Kavanaugh of
KUNM.

Classified Advertising
UUM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

ONLY

ENCLOSED$·----

Wednesdoy, November 19, 1969

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
169, afternoons preterably or mail.

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---
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Fried Chicken Special
2. lost & Found
6. Employment
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We;ll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

Faculty Approves
New Grading Plan
In asking faculty acceptance
The University faculty
yesterday accepted a for the proposal, the
recommendation from the committee's recommendation
Committee on Entrance and said, "After reviewing results of
Credits which will institute an national studies showing that
experimental grading program. there is no direct correlation
In other action, the faculty. between courses studied in high
eliminated specific high school school and subsequent college
subject matter requirements, performance, the committee is
accepted a proposal that the persuaded that the requirement
number of physical education of a fixed pattern of subject
credits be left to individual matter at the high school level
colleges, and accepted a motion serves no useful purpose."
which allows the faculty to
The number of physical
take part in a study. of education credits which a
University· governance.
student must take are now left
The faculty resolution which to the discretion of the
adopted the experimental. individual college faculties,
grading program underwent under a proposal accepted by.
several amendments before the general faculty.
, passage.
The College of Fine Arts
Amend Proposal
faculty. proposal,. which was
Physics Professor Arnold adopted by the general faculty,
Regener requested amendment reads, "That the present general
of the original proposal so that University requirement for
two of the ten provisions were four hours of non-professional
stricken, and the credit-no physical activity courses be
credit ( cr·nc) proposal now rescinded, and that the faculties
reads without "no credit."
of the degree gra.nting colleges
Under the new grading be authorized to establish
proposal, students will have the course requirements in physical
option to take up to 24 education as in all other
semester hours on a credit fields."
basis. Students may also switch
Study Committee
from credit to a letter grade
Faculty Policy Committee
after registration. If a student
does not do passing work, and Chairman Marion Cottrell
is under the credit option, his moved that the faculty accept
record will be blank in the a resolution allowing the
space left for credit or a letter faculty to take part in a study
of University governance.
grade.
The faculty contingent to
Under the amendments,
provisions which defined credit the study. committee will
and no-credit were deleted, and consist of six faculty. members
a requirement that faculty. . and three alternates,
The faculty had previously
members turn in letter grades
voted
down a resolution asking
which would be transcribed
into credit-no credit, was for the creation of a
committee to study
deleted.
all-University governance on the
Does Not Apply.
The grading proposal was grounds that they had not
also amended so it would not been consulted before the
include the honors program and recommendation went to the
the undergraduate seminar Regents.
The faculty voted yesterday
program. The chan~e was
requested . by Honors Program to elect representatives to the
governance study comn1ittee by
Director Dudley Wynn.
The Committee on Entrance preferential· ballot. Under
and Credits presented a ·cottrell's resolution, no more
proposal which. eliminated than three of the six faculty
specific high school subject committee members will be
matter requirements. The from the College of Arts and
. proposal was adopted .by the Sciences, and no more . than
faculty, and will become one faculty member · will be
effective in the 1970·71 school elected from other University
colleges.
year.

Murray

Ridicules
God, Religion

The woman who led the fight to ban
prayer in the public schools last night
blasted God, life after death, and organized
religion in general as "pure and simple
bullshit."
Speaking before a sparse crowd in
Popejoy Hall as part of the ASUNM
Speakers' Series, Madalyn Murray O'Hare
labeled churches and religion as
''anti-human and insulting to the
intelligence of rational human beings."
Mrs. Murray, who is an attorney, aii
author, an aerodynamics engineer, and a
psychologist, is currently heading efforts to
remove "bible and prayer" from outer
space· and has initiated a suit in Federal
court to tax churches on assets Mrs.
Murray claims "more than double the
assets of the five largest corporations in
the nation."
Slumlord
She said the Roman Catholic Church
alone owns as much as the total assets of
General Motors, Ford, and American
Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) and is
"the next to the biggest owner of slum
real estate in the United States."
Mrs. Murray said the Catholic Church
owns large blocks of stock in Boeing,
Lockheed, and Firestone and has recently
sold part qf its stock in the Listerine Co.
for $20 million dollars.
.
"What in the hell does Listerine have to
do with getting to heaven," Mrs. Murray
said.
Mrs. Murray said the churches own
stock under proliferated titles, thus making
an accurate accounting of total holdings
impossible. She said churches are not
required by law to report what they own,
or pay the 52 percent corporation tax.
"If churches get all the federal aid they
aspire to, the military budget will be small
as compared to the religion budget," Mrs.
Murray said.
Survive Alone
"What I am saying as an advocate of
separation of church and state is that the
churches can go ahead and survive as long
as they survive out of their own pockets,"
Mrs. Murray· said.
She said the Methodist Church last year
announced that it had sold that portion of
its stock in the Dow Chemical Co. that
went for the production of. napalm, but
had contributed to the war effort for years
prior to th·e sale of those stocks.
"These are the soldiers of Christ," Mrs.
Murray said, "Only the Quakers and
isolated churches have come out in
opposition to the war on any level of
church hierarchy."
~..,

((Churches and religion are
anti-human and insulting to the
intelligence of rational beings."

. ~·

